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Abstract

ТЫ* it the first itt a aerie* of papera dtvoted to the

(•••ounce physics in QCD. Our final ai« i« to abow that QCD

provides well-defined predictions for * aingle reaonanoe.For

•xasple, «be f>- -eeson electronic width end mass appear to

be calculable. The crucial point ia the inclusion of power

corrections tj eayaptotic freedom which are due to nonper-

turbative effects of quantum chroaodynamioa. Apart from pre-

senting a general outline in intuitive terns we concentrate

on fiho first attp in ta« рго&гаа, coat is the operator expan-

aion for the product of external ourrents. It is argued tbat

the effeot of aonperturbative tarns ia twofoldi •) they indu-

o* vaouu» expectation values auch «a <0j£>* 6 ^ 1 * ) , Q^v

being the «luon field atrength tensor and b) they break the

operator expansion itaelf atartinu from some critical dimen-

sion. The latter effeot ia suppressed «a a high power of Q~

where Q ia the aomentum carried by a ourarent. Both a) and b)

•re exemplified in the inatanton phyaioe but the whole appro-

ach ia of more (eneral value, detailed calculations of the

expansion oeeffioiente are presented for the oases relevant

to the ferthoonine applications of the technique.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we will sbow that quantua chromodynaaics

(QCD) leads to certain predictions for a single resonance or

aeson, such ав Ж , p , CO , У i Alt etc. The main point

ie the inclusion of the nonperturbative effects into the

QCD based phenomenology. The examples of such effects are

well known nowadays: the Beiavin-Folyakov-Tyupkin-Schwartz

classical solutions (instantons)'- •", the Gribov gauge ambi-

guities for the strong 3fang-Mills fields, . . J-2-̂ . These ef-

fects have been discussed recently in many papers &л& one i s

inclined to think that this kind of phenomena i s responsible

for the quark confinement. We thinJc that our results are in

accord with this line of development although they are for-

mulated on theiv ow.i basis.

We approach che resonance physics by studying the short

distance behaviour of T product of two currents. The reason

i s that QCD IS especially simple at short distances because

of the famous asymptotic freedom l?l.

At this point we leave the ground of the most of

the earlier attempts to understand the resonance physics

starting basically from the large distance dynamics which is

out of the reach of comprehensive theoretical analysis now-

adays.

Of course,if we confine ourselves to strictly small dis-

tances we would not be sensitive to resonances. The basic

idea i s that when one tries to expand QCD to larger distan-

ces i t is the power corrections that eater the same and limit

the asymptotic freedom - not a Jarge effective coupling cons-

tant. Theoretically, power corrections are due to cue nonpex—



turbatlre effect*. Riennaenologically, they can be introduced

L*^J nonraniahing тасшш expectation rallies such ae

«here У is thJ quark field and Q^ ie the gluon field

strength tensor (a is ал eightfold color index).

The 3CS predictions «111 toe siren for the integrals of

the type

1(м) U (se

where 6";{Sj is the cross section of e
+
e~ annihilation into

badrons with the isotopic spin 1=1 and M is a rariable pa-

raaeter. Theoretically, the choice of М
?
-м» corresponds to the

Unit of short distances. Approaching larger distances imp-

lies diminishing H . This is obviously.interrelated with

the fact that diainishing M
2
 seans enriching the integral (ii)

with the resonance contribution until it is dominated by a

single resonance, the 0 .

It is lather clea** that if one scarts with short dis-

tances it is impossible to reach M = 0. Being able to era-

luate integrals (ii) for any U^ means baring a coiplete

cheery of strong interactions. Therefore the central point

is how close to II =0 we can сове.

The applicability of asymptotic freedom which cont-

rols, the short distance dynamics is limited at larger dis-

tances by the power corrections. These corrections are rela-

ted to the vacuum expectation values (i) and in this way

the resonance physics is related to the racuum structure

in QCD.



Our aain conclusion is that the pcwer corrections axe

2 £ 2

relatively small up to If ~ *H. . ?or such И the integral

( i i ) i s dominated by a single resonar.ee and Lnerefore there

exists the region of M for which: a) QCD calculations are

reliable and b) integrals ( i i ) are reduced to a single me-

son contribution. Clearly, this fixes to a large extent the

resonances masses and coupling constants.

Following this line of reasoning one can show, say,

for the 0 meson
• ~Zw/t ^2.3 ( i i i )

("//Leer. (iv)

«here e is the base of the natural logarithms, while Q-,

determines the electronic width of the p meson,

Г(р-*е,Ч~)= y-
Z
f>tj.(^/^J • Bquation (iv) is an abbre-

viation for the statement that the P -meson mass is rela-

ted - in a rather complicated way - to the vacuum expectat-

ion values and that the result of the theoretical computat-

ion agrees with the data.

Eq.(iii) is an excellent agreement with the data. Simi-

lar analysis can be performed for other resonances. The full

Ixet of the results obtained can be found in the last sect-

ion of the present paper.

к few words on the derivation of Ibis kind of equations.

One starts with the T product of two currents and the 111son

operator expansion for it: ̂ •*

(v)



wher» jL is th» electromagnetic current with 1=1, while

0 «r» local operators. Th» operators O
fl
 have various dimen-

sions^ at large Q eq. (v) can b» considered as an expansion

la invert» powers at Q .

The vacuum-to-vacuum matrix element of the expansion

(v) gives th» polarization operator which can be alternati-

vely expressed in teras of the observable cross section .

To this end dispersion relations are used and a certain pro-

cedure transforms the dispersion integral over the cross

section to the fora (ii).

The unit operator in the expansion (v) incorporates

th» standard perturbation series. Keeping nonvanisbing va-

cuum expectation values fcr other operators means going

beyond that* Moreover, the very existence of the operator

expansion beyond mere perturoation theory is doubtful and

requires for a special investigation. At the present level

of understanding one can substantiate the validity of (v)

as far aet few first terms are concerned.

However, the operator expansion (v) seems to break

down starting from corrections of order Q (for pure gluon

field without quarks), or, more likely, starting from Q~

(in a theory with two юзвз1евз - up and down - and one ma-

ssive - strange - ouark). The matter is that instantons

affect slightly asymptotic freedom even at short distances.

We never deepen into the region where power corrections

dominate. As far as the power terms зге kept to be correct-

ions we need of course only one or two of them.

Soae of our results (forthe />, У %Ж , A± couplings

end/ or masses) were given in letter-type publications

1 » J. The detailed presentation calls for a discussion

of many related questions, proofs of the statement made,etc.



"She whole material is organized into several preprintc. The

logic of to* presentation is as follows:

1. Introduction - basic ideas;

2. Operator expansion - general questions and concrete

calculations;

5. QCD sun rules;

4. Estimates of the vacuum expectation values of the

operators encountered in the operator expansion. These es-

timates make the QCD sum rules fully informative.

As we see it now the general procedure can be applied

to all the low-lying mesons (with any quantum numbers,

built from light or heavy quarks, or gluons). Two important

applications wnich we have already looked through are :

% Calculation of the leptonic widths - and in some

case» masses as well - of the (> , I», f ,00 , Ж , к
л

(under an assumption that the resonances exist);

6. The 0(1) problem, i.e. specific properties of the

isoscalar mesons with F = 0~, 1* .

In the present preprint the two first items out of the

list are dealt with.

I. (xENKRAL STRATEGY.

This part introduces the reader into the basic ideas

which are formalized and developed in the subsequent sections.

The principal subsections here are 1.5-1.3 where we discuss

the power corrections as they arise in the naive language

of the Teynman graphs. We also argue that these corrections

are crucial to describe resonance physics within QCD.

We start, however, with a review in subsect.1.1. of

the dispersion theory of charmonium as it is developed in



Befs. ' , The presentation cannot serve, of ccurse, a* a

rubstltution for the original papers. Instead, w use a

obance to outline the background andtw eaphaaize воле re-

sults which are useful for our present purposes. Any attempt

to generalise the QGD theory of the heavy-quark-built me-

вош to the ordinary ones meets serious problems. We list

soae of them la subsect.1.2. The problems can be conside-

red as a starting point for further investigation.

1.1. Dispersion theory of Charmonium

Chronologically, <JCD «as applied first to describe the

properties of a single resonance in the ease of the j^f meson

L ''j, or, in sore general tense, of the charmonium spectro-

scopy. Thus, we start with а ешшагу of the results obtai-

ned.

Consider the vacuum polarization induced by the elect-

romagnetic current of charmed quarks

«here

Function fl satisf ies usual dlspei'sion relation which

looks as follows

l Г ЛсО

Here £g stands for the cross section of charm production

la e*e~ annihilation which includes both mesons with hidden

charm (wT^ V'j-J and P*l-r* of particles with naked charm



оаевопз and so on); <?t = y2> i s the c-q^ark charge,

Eq.(1.2) defines П (QZJ in terms of the observable
2

oroas section for all Q . In fact we have made an additio-
j Cc)

nal assumption here that the current J^_ is responsible

for the entire cross section of chara production, i . e . we

have neglected electromagnetic currents of light quarks.

Thie ia Justified by the validity of the Zvreig-Iizuka rule.

An alternative way of evaluating П in deep Eucli-

dean region*- ' J i s provided by asymptotic freedom. Indeed,

the effective coupling constant oi^ i s small and one can

rely on perturbation theory. Unlike the case of light queries

the words "deep Euclidean region" do not necessarily mean

here that Q2 i s largeL1^ . I t suffices to choose Q2 + 4a^

to be large compared to the characteristic hadrouic mass.

In other words, a large aass parameter emerges due to

the quark mass itself. The physical meaning of this i s

simple. The matter i s that even a real photon (Q = 0) can

fluctuate into a pair of heavy quarks only at small dis-

tances, ** y£/»tu . Under the circumstances asymptotic fre-

edom i s applicable. ?rom a formal point of view one can ge-

neralize easily the Wilson approach*- * and develop the so

called heavy quaxk expansion^ . Details ca.i be found in

the review рарегЩ while examples of such an expansion are

given below.

Hereafter we choose to evaluate П (Q ) and i t s

derivatives at Q = 0. As i s explained above tiiis i s possib-

le if 4a^ is large. There is no significance attached to

that we

greatly.

that we choose Q = 0, but all the expressions simplify



If w» confine ourselves to the zero order contribution (see

Fig.la) then

Corrections of order <•<$ can be explicitly included as

well L *•< but we will suppress them here for the sake of simp-

licity of presentation.

Equating jl (ft ) given by asymptotic freedom (see

eq.(1.3)) to the general expression (1.2) one finds the

charged quark mas* *)

m
0
 = 1.25 GeT.

Thus, at Q m 0 we are off the singularity of the quark

о

graph by -• 6 SeT . On the other hand, the scaling behavi-

our in deep inelastic scattering sets in at about 1 GeV .

Instead of going to smaller Q + 4a^ one can try to calcu-

late higher moments at Q в О. The guess turns out to be

true. The ratios of the first four moments given by eq.(1.3)

to their experimental counterparts can be found in Table I.

We see that the agreement between theory and experiment is

excellent.

What is most remarkable is that the contribution of

a single resonance, the j/ty meson to the experimental

values of И-is very large. It gives about 50% of the total

for a e 1 and about 90% for n = 4. Therefore, experimental

and theoretical values of M.
Q
 can agree with each other only

if the properties of the j/Ф are correlated with those

*) For confined quarks it is convenient to normalize the
mass in Buclidean region[14] and for charmed quarks we will
choose the point p^-s-m* .

Ю



of the simplest graph. In particular, one cam find the elect

ronic width of the j/Ц* in teras of its «aass. To this end

one eliminates the quark mass by considering the ratio of

appropriate powers of e^*j^ '

This result is in good agreement with the data although soae-

•wnat oversimplifies the situation. Playing with high powers

of the moaents is dangerous since even small corrections can

become lar~e.

Thus ve can вау that the -J/т meson belongs to asymp-

totic freedom in the sense that its properties are well un-

derstood on the basis of perturbative calculation of vacuua

polarization induced by the electromagnecic current of

charged quarks.

For higher moments agreement between the theory and

experiment worsenes rapidly. Phenomenologically, it is Clear

that the psrturbative and experimental values of M, must be

different for high n. Indeed, physical spectrum contains

resonances while there is no structure in the quark cross

section. Increasing n means increasing weight function in

the dispersion integral at relatively low s where the phy-

sical and quark cross sections are different* If imaginary

parts are different the moments must deviate also.

We will discuss in detail the theoretical correction

responsible for tills phenomenon later on. Now let up only

say that the indication is that the unaccounted correction

is a sharp function of n . While it is negligible for n й 'i

it constitutes about 15% of the experimental value of JUL

11



aaouate to 50% at n = 8.

To summarize, there is some kind of duality between

the bare quark grapa and the C/r meson. The ие&оп Is dual

to the quark cross section over the energy interval start-

ing at the uaphysical quark threshold,** 6 G»T
2
 , and end-

leg at the physical threshold of charmed particle produc-

tion •.. "»16 G«T . The weight function in the dispersion

inta^ral which gives the preciee meaning to the notion of

duaiityL
15
Jis of the kind a"* where n ж 3,4 work excellent-

ly while higher u are hardly acceptable. The c-quark ma&s

(defined in tbo Euclidean region) enters all the relations

in an essential way. It can be deternined fгож the sun rules

theaaelvea.

1.2. The Key Questiocs

According to quantum cbromodyn-unice quark-gluon inter-

action does not depend on the quark flavor. It is natural to

assume, therefore, that QCD universally applies to charmoai-

um and ordinary rescnances constructed from light quarks,

say, to the 0 -meson. We will argue that this is indeed

. the case. Any of generalizations to the case of light quarks

1 meets serious problems, however* We begin with listing some

! questions which serve as a starting point for a further

investigation.

i First of all,

' 1) What the О шее en is needed for? Indeed, according

to the approach considered the very existence of the vy
1
/

7

is intimately related to the difference between the bare

quark mass, *
c
, and that of the lightest charmed particle,

the D meson. There is saae kind of quality between the



and quark graph below the physical threshold. On the other

band, the P «евon is well above the threshold and asymp-

totic freedom sum rules could be perfectly satisfied by more

or lesa eoonth cross section starting at i*Чм^" .

Even if existence of the л ie taken for granted there

arise* amther question which seems to be even more diffi-

cult to answeri

2) Why the p meson is dual to «* 1.5 GeV
2
 of the

bare quark graph while the V/'f' is dual to approziiiately

10 GeV*? Duality is understood here in a standard"^J

(although ч bit vague) way: namely, we compare the sheared

cross section of resonance production with the quark cross

section. For the P -mesm the duality interval is set by the

P* mas*, while for the У/Ф it is given by V*t£ - Ум*

" 10 GeV . To avoii confusion, let us emphasize that there

is no problem to understand the difference discussed on

thenomenological grounds. Mass splitting between, say, the

p
 t
 О* and J/^ У is approximately the same. Since the

particle mass grows, the duality interval measured in ma-

sses squared, Q , increases.

However, we are trying to understand the resonance

properties without referring to experimental data, just by

considering quark graphs. Tue corresponding amplitudes de-

pend on Q for light quarks or on Q *^*A, *°r heavy

quarks.

The first impression therefore is that the cross sec-

tions must look similar if viewed from the same distance,

say, 4m| (for light quarks it implies Q
2
 = 4m| while for

heavy quarks Q = 0; the distance to the singularity is

then the same in both cases). The impression is in conflict

with the data which indicate that the structure inherent

13



to ch" саэпг production cross section haa much larger scale.

The с inference reveals itself in that asymptotic freedom

breaice a* a. lower moment nuaber n for heavy quarks.

A.oy consistent theory must explain the observation. We will

shoar that the question c<*t8 в nice answer within QCD acd i t

is related to the resolution of the next problemi

3) "hat; i s the reason for breaking of asymptotic fre-

e<5oa in high n moments? The question i s undestood here in

the context of tbej/vf sum rules outlined in subsect.l.l.Fhenome-

no Logically, the Ьгез*с1пц i s due to the existence of the

re3onaiice. Theoretically, i t is due to some kind of a cor-

rectfon. The correction i s sainll at low n but grows rapid-

ly with n . Finding the correction i s a really key problem.

We w. 11 make a guess on the origin of asymptotic fre-

edom breaking. When formalized, the guess leads to certain

predictions for resonances.

1.3» Power Corrections

We will assume that asyaptotic freedom i s broken by

the power corrections. Formally, these corrections can be

consistently treated within the operator expansion techni-

que. Here we will present a more intuitive approach which

is s t i l l helpful in sane resppects.

Let us start with the space-time picture of quark

graphs in perturbation theory. Graphs of the zero and first

order in <*s are depicted in Pig.l and we will assume for

the moment that the quark mass W, i s large and the exter-

nal momentum, q, i s vanishing.

The corresponding Pê nman integrals receive the domi-

nant contribution froa the region

14,



where p and к n » the virtual quark and gluon momenta, so

that the quarks aad the gluon are far off-aaas-shell. In

other words, quarks and gluons propagate a short distance

and too font of their Green's functions i s fixed by asymp-

totic freedom.

Apart from the polarisation operator i t se l f we consider i t s

derivatives of order n • In the latter case the dominant

contribution coves from

pV K* " - W* /n>

Indeed, thj n-fch derivative i s determined by the integrals

of the kind

f
J

er ° r " ._ (1.5)

>
where we have performed the Wick rotation so that all mo-

menta are Euclidean.

For fixed mr and n tending to infinity both p and к

tend to zero. Nothing speetaeolar happens for vanishing y>*.

Indeed, even for p =0 the heavy quark is highly virtual

since it is off its mass shell by •£ . Therefore, its pro-

pagation is described by the standard perturbation theory.

On the other hand, if к -* 0 the gluon comes close to

its would be mass shell. Due to confinement the gluon pro-

pagator is strongly modified at small к and the lowest or-

der perturbation theory becomes irrelevant.

Most probably, confinement is due to nonperturbative effects

in QCD which bring a new mass scale, и . We will assume

that for K.
 >>
/*-

%
' the nonperturbative corrrections are neg-

ligible while for fc*i * they are most important.

IS



It ia clear then that she leal expansion parameter for

power terms i s Л, U /м£ . ?or Л.~ ' / ^ /p3' they break

completely the standard perturbation theory and display the

blow up otо сггесtioiia discussed ia connection with the char-

aoniua siim rules (see aec. 1.1.).

Thus, both from the theoretical and phenomenolofcical

p-iinta of view one 'xpe^tp that power corrections play a

crucial role in breaking of asymptotic freedom.

1.4. Power Collections ind Hesonance Physics

One can argue that power corrections are crucial to

understand the resonance properties on purely phenomenolo-

gica.l grounds, ffe keep in яйий the observed difference of

the spectra of the low-mass resonances in ĥe vector and

axial-vector channels with isosnic 1=1. In the vector case

there i s a single prominent resonance, th.6 P -meson.

In the case of axial vector current there are two states

one of which i s much lighter tLan О ( ТГ -meson) and the

other i s considerably heavier than О (A^-meson).

On the other hand, for massless quarks the perturbat-

I ion graphs do not differentiate between vector and axial

j vector currents* It i s the spon^aneou" breaking of the chi-

ral symmetry that i s responsible for P ~ *-\ ^ass split-

ting. The spontaneous symmetry breaking i s signalled by the

nonvanishing vacuum value of ^ т"" . Thus we have alterna-

tivec

\o> - о

о
*

On a purs dimensional grounds it is clear that the two

possibilities can be distinguished only via power correct-

1 6



ioae. Thus, any successful theory of resonances must incor-

porate the power corrections.

On the other hand, the v&cuus expectation valueь such

as

enter the consideration just in the saae way as gluon va-

cuum matrix elements discussed above. Indeed, light quarks

can penetrate to large distances and their porpagator i s

aodified greatly there by nonperturbative effects. Matrix

elements 3ike £t\tytyty'№} correspond to two quarks going astray.

1.5. Basic Idea

Our purpose is to evaluate power corrections to the

asymptotic freedom sum rules. Qualitatively, we know that

to keep them small we must choose <»"<1 where

(heavy quarks)

(light quarks)

ffe want, of course, to be much more quantitative and learn

I
I precise meaning of M, , find coefficients etc., that is

to construct a computational scheme and try to calculate

hadrone. This is achieved by introducing new phenomenolo-

gical parameters. (Attempts to extract these parameters from

the instanton theory ̂ '
 1 7
 »

 18
-*аге discussed in Sec.VIUf.

Now we explain the procedure in its gross features

leaving aside all the reservations (which are,of course,

essential) and technical details (which are practically im-

portant). Turn again to the graph lb with a gluon exchange

but consider now the gluon Greenfs function *J«J f/C J as

1?



an exact one. furthermore, let us split i&uj[K j into two

parts

where we have chosen the Peynnan gauge for the sake of de-
2

finltenees. At large к the Green's function is given by

the first tern because of asymptotic freedoa. Disregarding

for the moment the calculable logarithmic corrections we

assume that the bracketed term in eq.(1.7) falls off as some

power of к at large к .

To set the answer for the ,<;raph we must collect all

other factors and integrate over к . Then the first term

in eq.(1 7) is absorbed into the standard perturbation theo-

ry while the second one represents something new. Since the

difference (ty-J{#*/~Jf'/t*') is presumably large only

2 2

at snail к we can expand the rest of the amplitude in к
о

and approximate к О.
To be careful, we must extract first the gluon field

r
 a, _*

strength tensor, ч^< fr/»' , not to violate the gauge

i invaxiance, and put к = О afterwards.(In other words, gauge

j invariance implies that modification of prepaytor is accom-

I panied by a change in the vertices).

j Integrating with £fy>J ~£.jJ/Cz results in a number which

I is sensitive to the gluon dynamics at large distances. Once

! we hare a theory of confinement we can evaluate it. In the

absence of such a theory we are forced to introduce a new

parameter which is equivalent to the vacuum expectation

value

i e



It is important that we caa study vacuum properties using

simple Jeynmaii graphs as a tool. The matter is that all other

lines in the graph - in this particular case the quark lines

- are far off their would be mass shell and are known.

For high derivatives the diagran lb is in fact a perfect

probe, which detects gluon waves propagating through vacuum.

The probe is pointlike while the gluon wave-length is rela-

tively large. The inner structure c-f the probe is known, so

one caa extract an information about the gluon-wave intensi-

ty.

If better accuracy is desired one must keep further

terms ia the к expansion of the anplitude. This introduces

naturally further parameters, such as '

Moreover, if we consider a graph with two and more gluon

lines with low momenta it cannot be calculated in terms of the

parameters me ntioned above and we need new ones such as

Thus, there arises a series of parameters,all of them being

independent in the absence of a consistent theory. To keep

the problem manageable we must cut the series in some way.

Increasing the number of gluon fields or their derivatives

implies increasing dimension of operators, and, therefore,

•) Due to equations of motion this parameter can be exp-

ressed in terms of light-quark operators.

19



introducing extra powers of /M.« . Thus, if power correction»

•re small compared to unity, the first term in the series

dominates, generally speaking. Ill others can be safely omi-

tted.

Thus, we will keep only the power correction of the low-

est dimension and go to such в that it becomes sizable but

still rather wall, say» 30 per cent. Then we would expect

that such n represent a boundary for asymptotic freedom:

at higher n it breaks badly since the corrections blow up

almost immediately. Rather arbitrarily, we estimate neglec-

ted power corrections as a square of the kept one. The sum

rules themselves will show whether this assumption is rea-

sonable.

Then for heavy quarks we are left with a single para-

meter 4.(j />""' which is determined from experimental data

by fitting charmonium sum rules.

At first sight, it does not stake much progress since

we describe the data with a new free parameter in hand. Not

quite so. First of all, we are able to check the selfcon-

sistency of the calculation by considering charmonium sum

rules alone. What is more important is that the same para-

meter controlee the asymptotic freedom breaking for light

quarks. Indeed, if solid lines in Fig.l denote light quarks

nothing is changed from a principal point of view. We must

just substitute the heavy mass by a light one and ensure

that large momentum Q flows through quark lines.(The effect

of the change stLll oust be nontrivial, see point 2) of alb-

sec.1.2).

Thus, we are able to verify that the same force con-

fines both heavy and light quarks.

20



As was already mentioned light quarks result in new va-

cuum averages. Beally, they can also penetrate into large

distances and ttiis effect is important at high n. Hienome-

nologically
t
 such effects are described by vacuum expectat-

ion values of quark fields

<O(ip«eiO> (1.9)

«here Г.. are some matrices acting on color flavour and Lo-

rents indices.

Matrix element (1.9) can be found using the PCAC hypo-

thesis (see e.g.
 б
»

 2 0
^ )• As for the matrix elements (1.10)

we keep only the vacuum immediate state contrioution. This

approximation is substantiated in Sec.IT. Then the expectat-

ion values do not introduce new free parameters.

An experienced reader has certainly recognized the ope-

rator expansion technique in the procedure described above.

It is quite a standard procedure by now and may not need

farther justification. It is worth emphasizing, however,

that usually the operator expansion is used within the per-

turbation theory. In this case the operator expansion is

[21]

well established and is, in fact, a technical (although very

convenient) device. We are going tD rely on the operator

expansion beyond the perturbation theory. Every step here is

a new one and by no means evident.

In particular, one can worry whether the integration

with ocw ~Jf
J
/^

L i s
 doninated by low к , so that the app-

7*
Gil

fied. Even if this integral i s convergent one can expect

that further expansion in к generates integrals which are

ultraviolet unstable. Then the procedure becomes inconsistent.

2
roximacion к О for the gluon emission amplitude is justi-
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These questions are addressed in fact to the future

theory ot confinement. At paenoinenological level the exis-

tence of the vacuum averages discussed above i s a pure assum-

ption.

There exist good reasons to believe that at short dis-

tances che leading aonperturbative corrections are generated

by instantons. 18 «as mentioned aoove, numerically the cal-

culations are s t i l l uncertain. However, as far as problems

of convergence of integrals are a> accrned they can be clari-

fied. We will show that all the assumptions concerning the

validity of the operator expansion which we are using turn

out to be justified. It turns out that operator expansion

breaks down only in teras of relatively high order in 3, •

For pure gluonic fields a polarization operator can be re-

presented as

So that expansion in Q i s granted as far as a few first

terms are concerned. Since we keep power terms to be small

we confine ourselves to the leading corrections and the use

Of expansion i s justified.

If the existence of nearly m&ssless quarks i s accoun-

ted for, then the 3eries сзп be extended up to terms ~ Q_

inclusively.

After this preliminary exposition of the approach used

we proceed to a more detailed and technical presentation

of the results obtained.
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II. OPBHATOB EXPANSION

2.1. Sgneral Bemarka. Bules of the game were explained

in the Introduction. As a first step we calculate polarizat-

ion operators within QCD. Then the result is converted into

a set of the sun rules by means of dispersion relations. In

turn, there are two distinct steps in the calculation of a

polarization operator* coefficients in the operator expan-

sion and the matrix elements. Thus,the general procedure

includes three steps which are discussed in detail in three

subsequent parts.

We start with introducing notations common to all cases.

Consider T product of two currents 1 , j which can

be either the light or heavy quark currents. The basic as-

sumption is that at large external momentum q or for a

large internal mass m
Q
 the operator expansion

1
- -'is valid '

I J* е
;
И T I j' (0 j

 6
(o)} = Z

where (-„, are coefficients, 0
Q
 are local operators con-

structed from light quark (u,d,s) or gluon fields.

The operators 0
n
 are conveniently classified according

to their Lorentz spin and dimension d. We will consider only

spin zero operators since only these contribute to the va-

cuum expectation value. The operators in (2.1) satisfy na-

turally such general requirements as gauge invariance with

respect to gluon field. An important characteristic is their

dimension. An increase in dimension implies extra powers

*) In fact we assume the validity of the expansion only in

a few first terms (see sec.2.2) for a more detailed discus-

sion.
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of *•* /О. or A» /VfllJ1 for the corresponding contributi-

on, where /U i s вше typical hadronic maea entering through

the matrix eleaeste of 0Q . So we l i s t al l the operators

with zero Lorents spin and ct £•£> .

I (the unit operator) (d * 0 ) ',

Oj - с
where '?/<-' i s t n e gluon field strength tensor. X-

are the Gell-Mann SU(5) matrices actiag in the color space

and normalized by the condition Tr (ft j'ZS , M, H

are matrices in flavor (u.dis) space whose elements are pro-

portional to quark masses. (The dimension of the operators

0ц, 0^ indicated accounts for this fact). Те reserve the

conventional notation ^ ^ for thesU (3) matrices acting

in the flavor space . We will use the notation vf'"

when the summation over SU(3) i s assumed, and Q,...Q
flavor _ - , v v

in other cases, for example, ̂ ^ means n U + a d t s S , but

j q̂ means и и or I'd or i"s . Fi 4 stand for seme matrices ast-

: . ing on the color, flavour and spinor indices of the quark

i fields, and are specified below.
i

A remark i s in order here concerning our convention on

the interaction Legrangian.

Our definition of the quark-gluon coupling constant

throughout the paper i s e«̂ s -St/i* a n d t n e interaction

legrangian i s of the form J± ^pb^Y ¥ %£ where

«и. i s the gluon field.
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Bq.(2.2) gives a complete set of operators which satis-

fy such general principles as Lorents invariance, gauge in-

variance and having dimension d ^ 6. Rote that we include

into the list not only the leading power correction (d=4)

out the next term (d=6) as well. The reason is that in валу

cases the coefficients C
r
 (corresponding to 0

p
) are large

numerically since they are associated with a Born series

of graphs while, say, CQ comes from a loop graph. Choosing

Q (or mjj) large enough we still could get rid of operators

with d=6, but for our practical purposes they turn out to

be important.

Coefficients C
Q
 are determined by momenta of nigh virtuali-

ty, р
г
~£ь;Я

!/ • Siace QCD is asymptotically free the calculat-

ion of the coefficients is reliable. As for the matrix

elements, they will be treated phenomenologically in Sec.IT.

The expansion coefficients in eq.(2.1) are calculated

as a series in oi
s
 . Naturally, in practice one is con-

fined to one or two first terras in the od
s
 expansion. As

an example of the relations emerging let us write out the

answer for the current

in the imaginary world with a single light quark flavor.

Assuming conventional ^(3 )
С
_ 2

О Г

 w e

* (2.5)
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The derivation Is in fact given in subsection 2.5 where the

realistic case with many quark flavors ie discussed.

2.2. Status of Operator gxoanslon

As was already mentioned in the Introduction, the vali-

dity of the operator expansion in our case i s by no means

obvious. The Batter i s that nonperturbative effects are inc-

luded, while the standa.-d derivation of the operator expan-

sion relies heavily on the Fejnaan graph analysisL J. For-

tuntely, "luring the last year considerable pro-press has been
Pi ? i *7 i ft!

ade in understanding aor.perturoative terns in QCD1- ' ' • -I

This permits to justify the opei'qtor expansion to the extent

we really use i t . The basic point ib that for pure Yang-

Hills theory the loading correction to the pertuinative

treatment at short distances i s associated with the one-

instanton so' ucion. The effect of (nearly) massleea quarks

has not been fully incorporated into the theory yet. But i t

only extends the validity of the operator expansion.

Let a: enphnsize that the effect of aonperturbative

terms in QCD Is twofold:

a) they induce nonvani shing vacuum expectation values,

such as <lo\^j Cfuj 'Ĉ > which in the standard pertur-

bation theory vanish by definition.

b) They break down the operator expansion itself,

starting froa some power 2 t r

The distinction between the two cases l i es in the fact

that the former effect i s determined by the large—size ins-

tantons whose scale i s of order of the confinement radius,

P"*R.colir. The latter effect i s due to the saall-size ins -

tantnns, whose scale 1з controlled by the choice of the ex-

ternal parameter, D ~ VQ



Let us give examples of the effects a) and b) above

which arise within the inetanton 1 1 7 1 8

a) In the dilute gas approximation, one readily obtains
Pe.

where p i s the instanton scale size, d(p) i s the instan-

ton density and the cut-off p i s introduced since the in-

tegral i s divergent at the upper limit of integration. In-

deed, at small P

Thus we see, that «̂ О^му QMJ !°i> i s contributed by

instantons and the effect i s controlled by the large-dis-

tance dynamics.

b) Consider now the correlation function of two pseu-

dcscalar densities

Then using the fermion zero eigeomode solution fnund by

t'Hooftu 'Jone can find for a one-instanton contribution

(The antiinstanton givss the same)

where К _А i s the McDonald function.

Now, the dominant contribution comes from О ~ Q.

and there i s no need to introduce cut-off by hand. Neglect-

ing the log factors in й'бр) , i . e . tr-Mng i t to be

d(p) = - о

2?



we find

and at lug» $ the following numerical approximation works

well»

This i s SD example of an effect whLeb i s induced by nonper-

turbatire aolutione and which breaks the operator expansion.

That i s the physical aeaning of the operator expansion?

It assuaes th<> possibility со separate the short and large

distance effects. Short distances are goremed bj asympto-

tic fre^doa and can be treated perturbatiTely. Tne corres-

ponding contribution Is reflected in the operator expansion

coefficients. The large distance contribution i s accounted

for phenomenologicailr, through various vacuua-to-vacuua

aatrix eleaents* It i s clear then that the contribution of

the large-size instantons, Independent of Q , can be consis-

tently kept within the framework of the operator expansion.

As for the saall-scale instantons with P~f£? , they nodi-

fy asymptotic freedom itself and cannot be included into

the operator expansion, at least in i t s present fora.

Our central point i s that for a pure Tang-Hills field

i t i s easy to find explicitly the critiad dimension

up to which the Wilson expansion i s Talid. Beally, in pure

eluodynaffll.es the leading correction i s due to the BEST ao-

lutionW



where x
Q
 is the instanton center and p is its scale.

(The Euclidean space-tiae is implied). In the operator ex-

pansion for two colorless gluon densities only local products

of the field strength tensors are involved!

(2.5)

(The particular fora of contraction of both color and Lo—

rents indices is inessential here). In the dilute gas app-

roximation (see ref. 18 ) eq.(2.5) is reduced to the integ-

ral over x
Q
 and 0 . Hhe x

0
 integration is always conver-

gent resulting in an expression which depends on a in the

following; way:

(2.6)

where ч(р) i s the instantoa density, L -*

(2.7)
2.X- Sir „ Л /•

and the numericals are given for the £>Ч(3)„о1ог.

As i s readily seen, the integral (2.6) i s divergent

at the upper limit for n 6 5 and at the lower limit of in-

tegration for n -̂ 6.

Thus, at d £ 10 the vacuum expectation values (2.5)

are determined by large distance dynamics . (A.t large dis-

tances the dilute gas approximation becomes invalid, and

to avoid a confusion we di ould emphasize that we do not

use eq.(2.6) for numerical estimates. The one-instantoc
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solution can help only to clarify the question of the integ-

ral convergence at small or large О ).

Two- (and more -) instanton contributions are propor-

tional to even higher powers of J> . For this reason

the one-instanton contribution is dominant at short distan-

ces.

Starting from d=12 the vacuum expectation values (2.5)

become infrared stable which automatically means that tbe

P "*
 1
/O. instantons come into the play. Here the

operator expansion must be forgotten.

-hue, the expansion is Q cannot be extended to any

power in fact. In pure t'lucn theory with Stf(3)
co
i

or
 symmet-

ry group is takes the form:

<° IT { j
 A
 (к) j

 ь
(о)} Ю > « (р*^4йс» ^-y,,

However, for the sake of brevity we will still use the

term "power correction series".

"ow, as to the lieht quarks. As is well known inclusion

of the light quarks changes the theory drastical-

ly \r'*
 le
J . Let the quark mass vanish — in the real world

la ,m
d
~ 5MeV l

2 2
»

2
^ лдд it i

s
 clear that one can safely

neglect IL .. ID the limit m ^ -? 0 the one-instanton con-

tribution the functional integrals as a rule vanishesL-'-O.

The only exception are the polarization operators induced

by scalar and pseudoscalar currents of the light quarks,

i.e. chirality changing currents ( thus, the correction

evaluated in the point b) above does not vanish for mass-

less quarks), therefore, even a qualitative understanding
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of the instanfcon effects requires for a knowledge of the

effective-quaric-mass-generation mechanism. Heedless to say

chat the present theory is far from providing it.

One can arjue , however, that the presence of ease-

leee quarts affects the critical value d^
r
 but not the

very fact of the operator expansion breaking. If one con-

siders the strange quart to be heavy enough then the ope-

rator expansion is likely to be valid up to Q~ . Indeed,

for dinensional estimates one can invoke the following

expression for the effective quark mass
L
 ̂ J:

Muff ;w/ — rrinl чг / -r —; ,'2 a\

wher» (Q) refers to the normalization point.

Then each quark results in an extra factor

of the type

in the instanton density. The factor (?/0
2
'* in eq.(2.1O) is

associated with the modification of the logarithmic depen-

dence of the effective coupling constant а'^^уwhich induces

i in turn a change in the instanton density (see eq.(2.7)).

| In the theory with two massless (u,d) and one massive (s)

j quarks an extra daaping factor Q for the snail-size ins-

| tanton contribution emerges in this nay. If instantons of

! a size smaller than an inverse mass of a heavy (say,charmed)

quark are considered, then presence of these quants must

be accounted for as well.

At present it is noc clear whether eo_. (2.9) can be

taken literally cut it seems to us to be quite safe as far

as dimensional estimates are concerned.. Still, let us men-

3 1



tioa that in the literature an eves higher power of Q**

fcr the saall-sixe instanton contribution has been argued

(see,e.g., But.
16
 ).

An interesting question is how instanton contribution

is aanifested in aeasurable oross sections.

2.5 Operator Expansion anrt Cross Sections

The QCD results for the polarization operator dis-

cussed so far can be translated into the predictions for

the corresponding cross sections. The well-icnown example

of this kind is &\

f t
[
 Ы

 <гЛ1>

where Q^ are che quark charges and <xf
s
 is the coupling

constant.

We would say that eq.(?.ll) corresponds to asympto-

tic freedom. The series in oC
s
 can extended to higher po-

wers and we denote by
 fi

(
8
)
Der
t.tb.

 the
 (symbolic) sum

over oSf •

Now, turn to the power corrections. In the limit of

extreaelj high energies, a -> eo
 >
 the only correction

to survive is due to the instantons of small else. The

terms in the operator expansion which correspond to the

instantonsof large six* do not «odify the cross section—

in accordance with intuition which seemingly says that the

cross section is decided by short distance. For example,if

we taie it as granted that the operator expansion works up

to the <T terns «fails tho saall-sise iustantons show up

in the < T
1 6
 piece then

Changing the power of She saall-sise instanton contribution



into П. (О
1
) would change the approach of S(a) to Its aeymp-

totics.

to the contrary, teme of lover orders in Q which

are described by the operator expansion reflect the change

In the cross section at relatively low energy.

Shese с exclusions follow immediately from the equation

Bxpanding in Q we see that the с divergence of the integral

JfR-«..«rt.tkjs"—' us at 8 -» «a ia correlated with the vali-

dity of the operator expansion up to terms Q" .

2.4. Vector Current of Heavy Quarfca.

The Unit Operator

The vector current of, say, charmed quarks has the

fora

Note that we do not include the quark charge, ^=2/3, into

the definition of the current. The operator expansion has

the form

ZA2)

where the operator Or is given in e q<(2.2) and the

dots stand for operators of higher dimension.

To the lowest order in o^
s
 the T product (2,32) is given

by a single graph of Fig.la which с entributes in fact into

the coefficient C-j . The result of elementary calculat-

ion of the graph is convenient to represent in a dispersion

fora:



Зле Сс*)
I

(2.13)

Instead of studying Cr a* a f unc&ioa of Q one can сЬоом

to calculate all the derivatives of Cj at Q
2
 » 0 for which

one sets (see* e.g., the reviewL'J)t

QKO . . .

The correction of the f irst order in оСл i s given by Pig.lb.

The corresponding imaginary part

AIL (2.14)

can be easily extracted from the Schwinger's

It follows from Eqs.(2.13),(2.1<l) that the f i rs t order

corrections to the moments of C5 0 ' are equal to

-&)* C?

« •

The last term in the square brackets С-Чи&<2./тг) i s due

to the mass renomaliaation. (We renoraalise a c at the Su-

clidean point p = -•* . lor details see Bef. 7 . Hotice

that the n asjmptotics of the coeffici-



•nts is always determined by the Imaginary part in the non-

relatiTistic region. Indeed, the weight factor in the disper-

sion integral for the n-th moment is proportional to Cf-
V
~*)"~

«here v ie the c-quark Telocity, V * (4-4"*/$) **" . Ine-

refore, for high n only V ~/r\, are eeeential.

this fact permit» to find for high n the whole series

in t in the nonrelativistio limit the quark interaction

reduces to the well-known Coulomb problem and the correspond-

ing imaginary part can be canputed exactly. The results are

included into the review paper t-"j and we will not dwell on

them here.

2.5". Tector Current of Heavy Quarks. Operator

So far we discussed ordinary perturbation theory which

i8 .absorbed into the coefficient Cj . Bow we turn to compu-

tation of the coefficient C
Q
 which is more specific.

to this end let us consider formally inatrix elements of

expansion (2.10 отег quark and gluon states. The idea is that

expansion (2.1?) is a general one and holds, in particular, in
л а. _ л,

perturbation theory. To single out the operator l?<«v vqp*

choose the gluon state. Then to lowset order in the coupling

constant all the operators drop off except for the operator G
2

sod we are left with the graphs of Fig.2.

There is some complication due to the fact that £?*,;(?**

vanishes for real gluons (/C4=* О
 f

ZK^o) . How-

ever, one is free to choose the polarizations arbitrarily

since the whole procedure can be considered as an evaluation

of the matrix element of the T product of four currents and

our aim is just to find C
Q
 in заве way.

One more technical remark is in order. Straightforward

calculation of the graph of Tig.2 yields not only the struc-



*• »*• interested in but

as well. The latter can oe represented as

Iben averaged over vacuum state the first term vanishes

3inc«, oy the syTmnetry argument.

Thus we are left with the second term alone, wtach is the

3tructufe needed. Vanishing of the tere in the square Dra-

ckets exemplifies the general rule according to which non-

zero Lorentz sola ooerators can be safely omitted.

Keeping in aind the remarks made and performing an ex-

plicit calculation of the diagram 2 one gets

7T
(2.15)

at*- i ,
where

Ie have derived the вале result in an alternative way

as well. Namely, one can consider the graph of Fig.2 for

slightly virtual gluone (k
2
 4 0) and collect all teras of

the second order in the gluon momentum k. The calculation

simplifies by taking the polarisations of the gluone to be



the вале and averaging both over this polarization,

_ £ a . and over

In applications we are interested first of all in the

momenta. They can be computed directly from eq.(2.19) expan-

ding it in powers of Q 2 / 4 B 2 . The simplest way, however, is

to make one step bask and do not perform the last integrat-

ion over the Feynmao parameter leaving the integral represen-

tation for CQ I

*L_ (j.i Kd'*)

(2Л6)

2

Expanding in Q can now be trivially performedi

»
ш
г)-г (2.1?)

/1
v

й со

that completes our computation of C . .

i s for the coefficients **м >̂ V »̂~<* *-* <- s 9 e e 1 s ' 2 ^̂ >

(2.2)) they appear only in higher orders in &c - The

relevant graphs are displayed in Pig.3. Ve do not undertake

their calculation in this paper.

Notice, that we have introduced i n fact ел external

field" - a fluctuating gluon field in the vacuui I t acts

on quarks and i s characterised by «Cel^-j Q-j lo> ,

Cfaj Kfjn being the simplest function of the gluon

field strength tensor, t o which one can prescribe the non-

vanisiting vacuum expectation value without violating gene-

ral principles. Therefore, the answer forCg can be extrac-

ted in principle from the known results referring to Q33)



calculation* of the electron polarization operator in an ex-

ternal electromagnetic field. The non-

linearity of QCD does not maaifeet itself as far as the G

ten is concerned. However, since we are going to include

into consideration the vacuum arerares of, бау,

V * «• 7 £/-' &/«• v ^

(which are not encountered in 4ED) we prefer to perform

all the calculations from the very beginning independently.

2.6. Pseudoscalar and Scalar Currents of Heavy Quarfcs

One can certainly construct the polarization operators

Induced oy ofcner currents as well, for example,

The corresponding calculations were performed in collaborat-

tion witb ll.B.Yoloshin. The results can be useful for the

consideration of the 0 and 0 -narmonium states. In parti-

cular, in Ref. 7 the pseudoscalar charmonium (the со called

<t\eL_ state) was discussed in detail. For the sake of comp-

leteness we give here the final answers for the expansion

coefficients •) (for definitions see eqs. (2.1), (2.2)).

Current.

.LJL
•.л+1

1 с.
Аг--о

•) fe keep the same notations for the coefficients indepen-
dently of the current considered, alttough Cn.CS.3',) are deter-
.lioed by the current structure , of course, and are calcu-
lated separately for each case. We hope that this makes no
confusion.
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further more,

Cq

(2.19)

'V «\o

Current

1 3-2~(*-i)l

where 1

3-2' п.
+л
,

1 _
 ±

J 2

ли
.(2.21)

Notice, that the high n behaviour of C-, Cj, is determined

by the nonrelativistic expressions for the imaginary parts

of the corresponding ffeynman graphs. Taerefore one alomst

immediately finds, that at nigh n

* at Q / •*- J ̂  J/

On the other hand, the contribution of G^ term relative to

that of the unit operator is proportional to n in both

cases. Numerically, the power correction in the scalar chan-

nel is approximately 3 times as large as that in the pseu-



doscalar one.

2.J. Vector Current of Light Quarks ( Я- <f" Я' )

for definiteaess let us consider the current with the

J3 — aeaoa quantum ntmbers

In the ease of light quarks w$ introduce large exter-

nal sionentua Q f - 0 — Q >>/*")• Tbe operator expansion

bas the foras

(2.2?)

where 0; are ziren in eq.(2.2) and we omitted teres of

higher order In Q .

The calculations are now slightly more complicated

than for heavy quarks because new vacuum averages enter the

gaae. In particular, in the zeroth order in <X*
S
 the coeffi-

cients Cj and CJJ are nonvanishinp (see Figs, la and 4a,

respectively). The explicit result is :

Graphs of the first order in c<f
s
 both induce corrections

to these coefficients and give rise to further operators in

the expansion. The foxaer effect is illustrated in Fig.s

lb, 4bt
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37Г (2.25)

Notice that the term proportional to И«,^ and the c£"s

sorrection to C» are small nuterically and we will omit thex

in farther applications.

She coefficient Cg can be evaluated through the same

kind of graph* as represented in Pig.2, with a substitution

of the heavy quark by the light one. There is an important

computational difference between the two cases, however. The

point is that taking the two-gluon matrix element no longer

singles out the operator tys ч>«' . The reason is that

She operator 'Vt-fc contributes to the two-gluon matrix

element to the same order in <x^ as well (see Fig.5) and

these two effects must be separated.

An explicit calculation yields

24HG?
I (2.26}

Here, the first tern corresponds to the graph 2 and can be

readily obtained by evaluating the 1/Q asymptotics of the

coefficient CQ obtained in subseccion 2.5 (see eq.2.15).

The subtracted tera can be immediately obtained by a straight-

forward calculation of ^he graph in Pig.5 + eq.(2.2*).

The meaning of the subtraction procedure is in fact

simple. Indeed, the 1/Q asymptotics of the diagram in Ti.g.2

receives contributions from two distinct regions of the vir-

2 p
tual momenta, p

 /4/
 Q and p

2
m~ , respectively. Clearly



enough, only the former region oust be included into the coe-

fficient QQ while the integration over small p must be ab-

sorbed into the matrix element of another operator. The dis-

tinction ia important for the theories with confined quarks.

The contribution of short distances, p '-' Q is computed re-

liably and is kept intact. Аз for the matrix element, it is

drastically changed by the nonperturbativ* effects, waich,

for example, make it тегу much improbable to find a light

quark with p
2
 - «2

 ( r e o a l l t h a t f e g < f
 .

d +
 ^ »

 n U e Y
) .

Therefore, matrix elements must be treated separately.

One can readily cheoic that the coefficient Cg given by

eq.(2.26) does correspond to rdgh virtualitites, p^ —' Q .

t <Now, we come to a new kind of operators, ! **, li€y/t

and \^y\^% • The coefficient C# can be found

by competing the matrix element associated with the graph in

Jig.oa:

42.27)

_. g. contains an extra power of m V Q and is seve-

rely suppressed in this way. On the general grounds alone

one asserts chat the mass term must be inserted at least

one*. Further suppression is specific for the graph consi-

dered (Fig.бы.). Iven if in higher orders (Fig.6b) this sup-

pression goes away, the numerical smallness surely persists.

That is why the operator r(^./t
a
r ^ does not seem to

play any important role.

To the contrary, the four-ferniion operators тГУ'Ф'ГУ'

are very important.

There exist two types of the relevant diagrams. Indeed,

large momentum q can flow either through an internal gluon
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or quark line (see Figs. 7a and 7b, respectively). To find

the coefficient Cp in the latter case we must extract fc

factor from the quark-gluon vertex (k i s the gluon momentum),

so that the gluon propagator к i s cancelled out and a point-

like operator arises. Straightforward calculation leads in

thin case to an operator Цг$£Л$ &*$*$ wbich i s redu-

ced to a four-fermioi form by using the equations of motion:

Prom an explicit evaluation of the graphs in Pig.7a «ъ

find

while the graph 7b adds the following piece

Collecting al l the terms together we find for the ope-

rator expansion (2.23)

(2.31)

2.?. Axial and Pseudoscalar Currents of Light Quarks

All the calculations for the current with the A-̂  quan-

tum numoers



run in parallel to those for a rector current and we will

giT» only the final answer for the difference between the

тесtor and the axial currents:

(2.32)

u i j[ tfs)b • A s f o r t h e isoscalar current

there are some extra terms due to the eo called triangle

anoaaly. We plan to discuss the question in detail in a se-

parate publication.

Ix applications we will need also the operator expan-

sion for the pseudoscalar current with the X -neson quan-

tum nuaberat

Mm gire directly the final result



2.9» Anomalou» Dimensions

Belations obtained so far are valid to the lowest order

in the strong interaction* coupling constant o/
s
 . it is

clear that the results stand аз they are if higher order

corrections are included but both o/
3
 and all the operators

are normalized at Q '(by the normalisation point for an opera-

tor we шеап here the standard convention according to which

quark (gluon ) matrix elements of the operator are equal to

those of the free field theory at the normalization point).

2
Once we want to keep the Q dependence explicit we aunt

choose, however, an independent normalization point. Under

the change of the normalization point the operators get

factors (<**(г-) /ots(Q-)} ' where S is the anomalous

dimension
\
and b is the coefficient in the Gell-Hann-

Low e> function, b = ^~\
n
I- (for our purposes we can

*) The statement is not quite accurate as far as the unit

operator is concerned. It would be precise if we meant, say,

the derivative dCf/dQ
3
' . The coefficient Cj itself is

logarithmic even to the zeroeth order in o(
A
 , so the re-

normalization group effects are slightly more complicated

here. Hamely, (1+ *i/t) €*,$*-//* *• goes W

This peculiarity i& inessential sJice we always work with

the derivatives (-
A
/<dй*)* Cj ( &

1
) , to iM;h the ge-

neral statement made above is applicable in full.

' To be mOre precise, if there are more than one opera-

tor of a given dimension the anomalous dimension r? must

be substituted by an anojialous dimension matrix.
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take a~ to be equal to 3 einee the effect of heavy virtual

quark* turns to be negligible). This recipe corresponds to

summing of the log teems of the order (c(
s
 tn СЛ,*) which ari-

se In the perturbation theory. In this subsection we will

jive the values of S for the operators introduced above.

For the unit operator the anomalous dimension vanishes

and the summation of the log terms reduces *) to a mere

substitution of <X
S
 bj o(

b
(Q) . Thus the effect of higher

orders on Cj fQ/ is snail In all the cases considered, ex-

cept for the pseudosealir current. (Indeed, one can obtain

the polarizaticn operator for pseudoscalar currents by mul-

tiplying that for the corresponding axial-vector currents

by %»%}/{Ям, I • ̂  anomalous dimension of mass ( о = -*)

is then converted into the power dependence on log Q of

the unit operator contribution).

The anomalous dimension of the operator qq Is equal to

4. However, it always eneters the operator expansion as

multiplied by a quark «ass m wnich also depends on the nor-

malization point. The net effect is that the product

«
f
 <£ f, does not depend in fact on the

normalization point. In other words, all the log factors
** )are absorbed into the definition of the mass ' .

_ a. r a*
Similar arguments hold for the operator Ы%4^ Ч^-t .

n
 a. -, а.

Independence of ̂ ч ^ ' ̂ I I on the normalization point can

be asserted in a number of ways. In particular, one can ex-

press °<i
(
-W (xuJ in terms of the trace of the energy-

•) See footnote •) on page 45.

••) With account of the next orders in <*s the renorm-

invariant quantity 1ь
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momentua tensor

(2.3*)

where corrections of higner orders in ots are omitted. Since

the anomalous dimension of the conserved ouantity, £*o ,

vanishes the saae i s crue for <kb(^^.j ЧР"1 . This also can be

checked by a direct calculation.

The effect of higher orders i s most drastic in the case

of the coefficient C<§ . The reason i s that to the lowest

order Cg i s greatly suppressed (see eq.(2.27)) by an extra

factor УЛ.', /Q • This suppression i s rather accidental anc

does not persist in higher orders. For this reason calculat-

ing the loop graphs i s crucial to find С§• .

Let us notice that the consistent approach would require

a consideration of both one- and two-loop graphs (Figs. 6b,с)

to find Qg . In fact, a very similar analysis has been per-

formed in Bef. ^ Where the operators

in the weak strangeness changing effective HaJniltonian were

treated. We will not go into details here since anyhow the

resulting contribution of 0$ i s extremely small.

For the four-fermion operators the computation of the

anomalous dimension matrix i s rather standard. The details

Can be found in the Appendix, and here we mention only some

of the results.

The dominant cmtrioution into the vacuu:.i-to-vacuuin mat-

rix elements i s associated with the operator



where A and t- stand for the SU(.3) matrices acting in

flavour and color spaces respectively. It mixes with the ope

rator

% Л СГ 'L 'Й- Л fa Гц , (2.56)

Within the framework of the factorization hypothesis (i.e.

vac-ma insertions in all the channels, see Section IV) the

vacuum expectation values of these operators are connected

with each other:

Eq.'Л.15) of the Appendix + eq. (2.57) imply that the

strong interaction effects reduce to multiplication of (2.55)

by a factor (^b(f)/<*ъС$)) *'* , so that

(2.58)

\
r

Here Q and u- indicate the normalization points. Thus, all

the Q dependence is manifested only via (^%(Q)/<^bCf<))'
3

and is extremely weak.

Other four-fermion operators are encountered in the ope-

rator expansion with the numerically small coefficients.

Equations given in the Appendix allow to write out a full

answer in every partocular case. Let us give an example. For

the P -meson current (2.22) the coefficient of the Q"
6

tera in the corresonding polarization operator is of the

fora
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- 0.2$ « " ' м в !
1
^ -~0,0*>e~'' ^ (2.59)

where ^ 1 > •eana<:oliiu(^)lo> or ̂ вГе1(^Дв> or

*

It 9 t : 1 this expression coincides with th* Q coe-

fficient in the figure brackets (2.31) after v&ouua avera-

ging. Xt is seen that the Q dependence is really weak» the

Э С terms are practically inessential. To illustrate

the point let us give examples. For the realistic choice of

2t •» 'Ж ~ 3*5 the parameter W ^ characterising the ope-

rator mixing tarns out to be equal

« Ф з 1.06 fr 1.08

Moreover, almost a half of the residual Q dependence

) associated with the facl-ог tfsty?£ V
9

is cancelled by n№.

To summarize, most of the operator expansion coeffi-

cients start with ot&(Q.) . One mi^ht expect therefore that

at large Q the coefficiente are small since the quarfc-gluon

coupling constant falls off logarithmically with Q . How-

ever, the analysis performed shows that the Q dependence of

0̂ 5 is cancelled by the anomalous dimension of the opera-

tors. This cancellation is not rigorous in all the cases

but holds very well numerically.

2.10. Conclusions

This work presents a first step in realization of the

program of QCD application to resonance physics. The opera-



tor expansion is constructed for the currents which »r* in-

teresting from a view-point of further applications. I t is

a basic tool in QCD calculations of polarization operators.

By comparing theoretical expressions *ith the phenomenologi-

cal ones чге -л-ill extract the resonance properties.

Below the mala results obtained are listed.

The operator expansion

: >

| 1is helpful in considering larje Q a since the right-hand

side i s in fact an expansion in Q . We will restrict our-

selves to the case when only the first term is essential,

and others can be safely neglected. Power corrections set

lir-its to the applicaoility of asymptotic freedom and we

approach the border from the large Q side. (Because of an

anomaly in the expansion coefficient values i t i s necessary

in fact to keep two first termr in Q , which turn out to be

of the same order nearby the "asymptotic freedom region

border".

ГЬе Wilson expansion connects the power corrections

to the vacuum-to-vacuum matrix elements of a few local ope-

rators. These operators are conunon and in all the cases do

not depend on the choice of the currents. The form of the

current fixes the operator expansion coefficients which can

be calculated as a series in the effective ouark-gluon coup-

ling constant.

Since we account for nonperturbative effects the ap-

plicability of the operator expansion requires for special

justification.

It can be proved at least as far as a few first terms



are concerned. The power series is cut off at Q in pure

gluodynamics (with ^О)
С0
1
0Т
) and, presumably, at Q in

the theory with two masslese (u,d) and one massive (s) quarks.

This result is based on the fact that the leading cor-

rection to the short distance perturbation theory ia associ-

ated with the one-instanfcon-solution.

Apart from these general statements we considered a

number of currents and found the corresponding operator ex-

pansion coefficients. The computational recipe is simple.

Draw all relevant graphs of the zero and first order in оС
а

(this, is the approximation considered) and then (apart from

computing conventional Feynman expressions) cut in all po-

ssible ways the gluon and light quark lines. The cut lines

are then "annihilated" into vaiuus. It is just these cut

diagram;that determine the coefficients of power terms.

The physical meaning of the procedure is that at low

virtual!ties the gluon and quark propagators are modified

drastically and this modification cannot be accounted for

perturbatively. Large distances are accounted therefore

phenomenologically, through the vacuum expectation values

of local operators.

For heavy quarks the expansion is especially siaple

(in the approximation considered)t

г со,. - е
т
1 + с^;<;

л
Г,

and we have found C^ as a function of Q, /У** for the

following currents

For light quarks the expansion is in fact of the form
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^ еж - e x l ^ ^ ^ r

and the coefficients arc obtained for the currents

The coefficients depend in a uontrivial way on the current

structure and the quark шиза. In the next sections we will

show that the variety in the expansion coefficients results

in the variety of resonance properties.
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APPSNPIX

Four-Fernion Operators

The present Appendix is devoted to summation of the

(о1е£н.$г
'/(4*-)"' tents in the operator expansion coeffi-

cients corresponding to the four-fermion operators of'the

type 0
r
 = t r ^ ff*/' . Калу of the results are already known

but are scattered in numerous publications'- J, so we find

it helpful to collect them all in one place. The whole pro-

cedure is rather standard so we only sketch the derivation.

In subsection I all independent structures are listed and

classified. In subsection 2 we write out anomalous dimension

matrices and solve the corresponding renormalization-group

equations. Subsection J presents the final results.

I. Operators

First of al l i t i s necessary to give proper names to

various four-fermion operators which were previously all

called . In considering T product of vector and axial

currents the following independent operators are encountered:

(1.1)
>

(A.I)

(8.8)
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Beloir we will discuss them is detail. For completeness we

write out here also the operators involved in the expansion

for scalar and pseudoscalar densities:

tt
.
2)

In the abeve equations т denotes the ferxdon field

carrying both color ( I ],<,.•• = 1,2,3) and SU(3) flavor

(°<i^, Jfj— = 1.2,3) indices. The summation is iaplicit,

thus for example

and Я stand for the Gell-Mann SU(3)

matrices acting in color and flavor spaces respectively.

(They are normalized by the condition T t f ^ ^ ) —

Tt (£°1в
) ' $.2 . The subscript L(H) labels the left-

(right)-handded spinors,

Tit indicated in parenthesis in eq.(A.l) the properties of

the operators with respect to the SU(3)g x виСЗ)^ symmetry.

We included in the list only the SU(3)
f l vor

-singlet opera-

tors since only these have nonvanishing vacuum expectation

values (under the assumption of the vacuum S^(-5)fi
avor

symmetry). For completeness we write down a few formulae

often used la working with four-fermion operators:



The Fierz Transf onaatioiis:

V 2̂<- %i/f'iL ~ 1L УрЧи hl.
a.5)

4

(Here the subscripts 1,2,... in %u ^a.u ,... etand ay»boli~

caliy for both color and flavor, e.g. 1 =

Relations for the Gell-Иапп Matrie ее

, etc.).

v e
Here e» denotes the direct product, for exaaple, b**t «.

tf f". ̂ ^ , i? is the unit 3x3 matrix. In the last equat-

ion for the product of two Л matrices we used the quark

indices (X^,... = 1,2,3) instead of the eightfold ones.

2. Mixing Matrices.

In the operator expansion there emerge operators nor-

malized at a (lunnicg) point Q. The problem is to espress

them in terms of operators normalized xt a (fixed) point

{*• , where li is of order of the inverse confinement ra->

dius. First, our knowledge of matrix elements, if any, re-

fers just to this point. Second, the entire Q dependence

inust be exhibited explicitly.

In the leading logarithmic approximation tne standard
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renormalization group technique allows to change easily one

normalization point to another. All we are to know is the

mixing matrix in the one-loop approximation.

In a slightly different language our procedure ie as

folio*». When operators (A.I) are "dressed" with gluons

there art** logarithmic corrections of the type (<̂ s ̂<<?//<• ̂

which contain aa explicit Q dependence and call for summat-

ion. The emulation can be performed either diacramatically,

after the corresponding diagram selection, or by means of

the renoraallration group.

Below we ч111 use the anooalous dimension language

which seems more compact.

Notice that the operators P-̂ -4
 a a d

 % 6 P
0 8 6

^
8 2
 dif-

ferent selection rules with respect to the SU(3)
R
 x SU<3)

b
,

therefore under the mixing they split into two distinct

group»» P ,P
gl
Pj,P

4
 and P

5
,P

6
 .

Xa principle, the operators ?x~*4
 w i t h t n e

 vacuum

quantum numbers can mix also wo.th a pure gluon operator

However, the effect is important only for the Of coeffici-

ent since the Qf-Op feed back is weakt it is suppressed

by an overall factor oi
&
 which enters along with the con-

ventional {ткьЪЬ'Ф/ру, An example of the diagram respon-

sible for che 0 - -Of mixing is given in Fig.8. The three-

loop structure of the diagram results in a numerical small-

ness which makes the «fleet completely inessential.

A few technical remarks are in order now. There are
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two completely distinct types of the one-loop graphs - call

thea conventional(Pig.9a) and annihilation (Tig.9b). In Fig.9

we denoted the four-fenpion operator by a closed circle and

splitted slightly the feraion lines in order to indicate exp-

licitly which feraion line corresponds to this or that ferai-

on bracket . (Bach ferndon bracket ( VJj^ Ф ), or (0*$«ЛТ)

or ( i QuA t i ) is denoted by a single solid line

without cuts).

The gluon propagator y^s. in the anni hi lational graphs

is cancelled out since the adjacent quark loop is proportio-

nal to k
2
 . In other words, if a four-feraion operator is in-

serted into the annihilational diagraa it yields the opera-

tor TQU~L т ®jGfjuS where *tv is the covariant deri-

vative and Q,,* i* the gluon field strength tensor. The

latter operator in tirn reduces to a four-feraion fora by

virtue of the equations of motion:

Calculations are conveniently perforaed in the Landau

gauge for a gluon field. In this gauge the anomalous dimen-

sion of a fexmion field vanishes and one is left with the

own anomalous dimension of the local operators.

In the landau gauge the following rules take placei

! i) a gluon line "dressing" a solid quark line (one fer-

| mion bracket) gives zero;
f
:
 ii) a gluon line attached to two distinct brackets

it * .

gives zero for operators of the type L /*i . 1f.& 1t.a

if it connects the ingoing and the outgoing lines; and for

operators of the type J*.u JhR. if it connects two in-

going or two outgoing lines;
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iii) the annihilation-».! graphs exist only for the operators

P
2 '

 P
?»

 P
4 *

After these preliminary remarks we giv« the answer for

the anomalous diae&sion matrix

Р|

о

о

s
г/з
ь%

0

0

0

' 1%

0

'1

/6

' -2/

1

J

Р.

Рг

Р3

U.5)

where the subscripts H , A stand for the normalization

point of the operators.

The diagonal are the following combinations:

D, •- P, - 0.215 P, • 0.158 P, + 0.029 P. ( ^ =-1.154)

(Зг =6.774) (A.S)

((f3 =2.989)

(Л =-3.407)

» 2 = 0.787 P x + P 2 + 0.15* Pj - 0.196

Dj =-0.505 P x - 0.253 P 2 + P ? - 0.560

D. =-1.188 P, + 0.759 P o • 1.565 P» +

In parenthesis the corresponding eigenvalues of the mixing

matrix are indicated, wtich Just determine the anooalous

dimensions. For example,

(A.7)

se



Here

CA.8)

Ь is the coefficient in the Gell-Uaon-Iow function

for the effective charge,

(A. 9)

?or three quark flavors (and we always work in the region

where only three flavors are essential)

b » 9 (A.10)

The procedure of converting the operators P., (Q), normalized

at Q into the operators « normalized at .4 inclu-

des in fact two steps. At first one rewrites the operators

P^ in terms of D^ . At this point it is convenient to intro-

duce the matrix notations. For example, eq. (A.6) can be re-

written «s

M-MM
where jDl and jP j are the operator columns, and[l]is the

4x4 matrix which can be easily read off eq.(A.6).

Then

Ы - M И ,

[х-]
0.784 0.170 -0.080 -0.035

-0.595 0.769 -0.160 0.078

0.554 0.048 0.495 0.271
(A.11)

0.546 -0.457 -О.749 0.475

It i s a trivial matter for the operators D, to proceed from
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a normalization point q to a point f4 , since they are simp-

ly multiplied by -X?
1
/* (see eq.(A.7)). The correspond-

ing valueз of O£, are given in eq. (A.6). In the natrix

fora

where

[•*•*
«.'•"V*

0

0
(A.12)

Finally, the operators 0{(t*) are transformed into the ope-

rator» hit*) wi*b the help of the L XJ ,-aatrixi

(A.13)

This relation (together with eq». (A.6), (A.11), (A.12)) is our

final result for the Q dependence of the operators Рт»«

As for the operators Pc g the answer here is even nuch

simpler» The nixing matrix looks like

%

0

(A.14)

and the diagonal combinations aret



P 5 * a)

A
1 % U.15)

3» Тасшш Kxpectatloa Talttes and Tinal

for the Tacuvm-to-vacuua satrix elemente of the opera-

tors Pj_g( ^ ) we use the factorization hypothesis discu-

ssed in detail in Section IT. The effectire recipe i s to

insert the vacuum intermediate state in al l possible chan-

nels, then «НР;До> are expressed in tents

laaely,

U.16)

We remind that <C$ ty > ae&ns <L<4U0H- Jd -t S SlO>

Using а . 1 5 ) , а . 1 5 ) and(A.16) one can finally find

U.17)
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Table 1

Goaparieoa of the theoretical and experimental
•uabtrs for tbe nomtmta of toe ratio

a

^Vt^ieor
CV.4>.r

V

1.0 1.0 1.0

4

1.1



a

Fig.l The Fejnman graphs for the vacuum polarisation indu-

ced by the charmed quark current. Solid, wavy and

dashed lines denote quarks, photons and gluon3, res-

pectively.

perm.

\

Fig. 2 The graph giving rise to the operator G*,,G*,, in the

operator expansion.Notations are the same as in Fig.l.



Fig. 3 Bxuplee of the graphs relevant to the operators of

higher dimension in «he T product of two Heavy quart

ourrence. *)m
o
qq « O f ^ e ^ S * ^ c) q/t

e
q <Ĵ t*q.

/я ч\

Pig.4 Graphs giving rise to the operator 0„ *уцу г

л) the lowest order and b) tbe one-loop correction.

TV perm.

Fig.5 The two gluon a&trix elesent of the operator <X,.



к Л
6CL ев

Fig. 6 The graphs relevant to the operator O
g

a) the lowest order -, b) the one-loop correction,

c) the °
r
 - O^aixing. The closed circle denotes a

Xour-f emion operator.

/ \

7п 76

?ig.7 The graphs giving rise to the four-femion operators

in the T product of two light quark currents.

Tig.8 in example of the diagram responsible for the airing

of the four-fernion operators O
r
 (closed circle) with

the three-gluon operator O^s g* f
a
 °

«5



за

Fig.9 Graphs determining the matrix of the anomalous dimen-

sions for the four-fermion operators, a) a conventio-

nal graph b) annihilation graphs. The four-fermion

operator is denoted by the closed circle.
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